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Andoru Sukai
Andoru Sukai

Species: Jiyuuian
Gender: Male

Age: 20
Zodiac Sign: Gemini

Family (or Creators): Father, Andoru Nikora (37)
Mother, Paniyawa Besame (deseased)

Height: 5'5“
Weight: 140 lbs

Organization: UOCPF
Occupation: Enlisted

Rank: Peacekeeper Recruit
Current Placement:

Andoru Sukai in Roleplay

Andoru Sukai is a Player Character played by Durruti and is currently involved in the plot.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'5” Mass: 140 lbs

Build and Skin Colour: Sukai possesses a slender frame and pale skin, while military training has
gained him a small amount of muscle tone.

Facial Features and Eye Colour: Sukai's face is rough and unusually gaunt; a thin beard frames
sunken cheeks slightly reddened from constant contact with freezing temperatures. His green eyes are
ringed with faint shadows from too many nights of too little sleep.

Hair Colour and Style: Atop his head lies a short yet shaggy mass of black hair, often inexpertly
flattened by hand.

Distinguishing Features: None.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Sukai has a strong tendency for melancholy. Although he enjoys entertaining people and
can be sociable when he pleases, his demeanor is often wistfully depressed. This disappears, however,
when he is performing for a crowd or piloting any manner of flying craft; the concentration and focus
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necessary for either brings excitement enough to negate Sukai's usual ennui. When something does
manage to break through his usual face of apathy, Sukai's emotions are unbridled; when he feels, he
feels strongly. His depression stems from what he sees as a rather shallow life, one where most or all
needs are carelessly provided for by technology and the government. Joining the Peacekeeper Forces
was his answer to an unfulfilled existence, as universal peace seemed a meaningful pursuit to dedicate
himself to.

Likes: Forests, silence, parties, folk music, creativity, improvised entertainment, philosophy, flying craft,
piloting. Dislikes: Death, consumerism, hot climates, stagnation, humorless people. Goals: To find some
meaning in his own life and bring peace and prosperity to the galaxy.

History

Pre-RP

Born to a young Yamataian couple in the Blackport Prefecture of Yamatai, Sukai had a comfortable
upbringing in the city of Lorrheim. His father, Andoru Nikora, is a cargo transporter for Ketsurui Zaibatsu;
his mother, Paniyawa Besame was a researcher for PNUgen Corporation before committing suicide soon
after Sukai's birth. His distraught father fell into a deep depression, hardly managing to take care of
Sukai in his childhood years. Over time, however, Sukai's father bonded with him, instilling a passion for
creativity and freedom to counter the shallow world that had taken his mother's life. Sukai took up flying
as a profession, like his father, and music as a hobby, enjoying both as a release from the weight of
everyday life. After the colonization of Yugumo Cluster, Sukai moved to Jiyuu V in order to have a
peaceful home of his own on a quiet planet, enjoying the relative solitude of the forests and glaciers (so
long as no tourists were nearby).

His mother's death and the effects of it he saw in his father gave Sukai a strong resentment for death
and those who cause it, and so strongly supported the Jiyuuian bid for independence as a neutral,
peaceful nation. Soon after the UOC Peacekeeper Forces were formed, he weighed the idea of
volunteering. On one hand, he didn't wish to cause death, the military was a strict place, and his father
would likely object; on the other, the Peacekeepers promoted diplomacy and non-lethal force, and the
environment might instill in him the sense of purpose he needed to live happily. After a long while of
consideration and discussion with his father, who eventually ceded that Sukai had every right to join the
military but felt he'd regret the choice, he enlisted in the United Outer Colonies Peacekeeper Forces in
order to promote peace and well-being throughout the galaxy, or so he hopes.

Skills

Communications

Sukai is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Your character is fluent in Yamataian and Nepleslian. He can speak
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and write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Entertainment

Sukai has been an amateur musician since the age of 12, touting an acoustic guitar and a fair singing
voice as his tools of the trade. Music is one of his passions; although he never attained professional
status with his works, his proficiency in writing and playing music is considerable.

Fighting

Sukai has received intensive hand-to-hand combat training (primarily focused on disabling opponents)
and has followed up that knowledge with a rigorous training program. Weapons he is trained in include
pistols of all types, knives, grenades (and other forms of explosive weaponry) and rifles of all kinds. Sukai
is in excellent physical shape and has considerable endurance. He is also able to pilot power armors.

Humanities

Sukai is familiar with the provisions of the Peacekeeper Charter of YE 30 and is familiar with the basic
skills of negotiating, first contact, and psychology. He is also an occasional reader of philosophy, being
well-read enough to cite metaphysical concepts from memory.

Medical

All Peacekeepers know how to diagnose and treat minor conditions, apply first aid and emergency care
(CPR, etc), and perform field surgery in emergency situations.

Starship Operations

A history of air- and space-based transport jobs has gained Sukai a good feel for the handling and
operation of most any flying craft between a one-seater jet and a cargo hauler.

Technology Operation

Sukai is capable of operating any computer system in use by the United Outer Colonies Peacekeeping
Forces. He is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.
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Inventory

Uniforms and Clothing

* (2) – Peacekeeper Uniforms. * (5) – dark purple cotton undershirts, UOC logo printed on the back. * (5) –
dark-purple cotton boxer shorts. * (10) – pairs of water-proof Socks. * (2) – extra uniform pants: synthetic
leather pants with reinforced and padded knees and seat with cargo style pockets. * (1) – black swim
trunks with the UOC logo. * (1) – brown cloth work coat.

Outdoor Clothing

* (1) – black rain poncho with the UOC logo printed on the the front left chest. * (1) – extreme cold-
weather jacket, with gloves and headband/hat. * (1) – pair of leather boat shoes. * (2) – pairs of sandals. *
(1) – pair of insulated winter Boots. * (1) – pair of dress shoes. * (1) – khaki-colored outdoor hat.

Grooming Supplies

* (1) – container of Cleansing Ointment. * (1) – bottle of shampoo * (1) – bottle liquid body soap * (1) –
stick of deodorant * (1) – toothbrush * (1) – tube of toothpaste * (2) – washcloths, black * (2) – towels,
black * (1) – 4oz Container of moisture absorbing powder * (1) – make-up kit * (1) – manicure kit * (1) –
hair brush

Other Gear

* (2) – UOCPF Standard Issue Flashlights with replacement batteries (2) and tubes (1). * (1) – Printed copy
of the Peacekeeper Charter of YE 30 on waterproof paper. * (1) – Peacekeeper Pocket Medikit * (1) –
Peacekeeper Personal Communicator

Personal Possessions

* Acoustic guitar and hard case. * Laptop computer.

Money

(1) -- Peacekeeper Card

preloaded with 2,000 HS – Hiewa Credits.
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Finances

Andoru Sukai is currently a Peacekeeper Recruit in the UOCPF. She receives a weekly salary of 0 HS per
week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 HS Starting Funds
5000 HS 2000 HS Peacekeeper Card
4600 HS 400 HS Acoustic Guitar and Case
3600 HS 1000 HS Laptop Computer
3580 HS 20 HS Coat
Character Data
Character Name Andoru Sukai
Character Owner Durruti
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
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